
TONSURE/BALDNESS 
    

 In the16 th. century, the RomanCatholic church used the shearing of the hair around the top/middle of 
their heads as a sacred ritual marking themselves as clergy. When this tonsure cut was looked at from above, 
the heads of these clergy were bald except for the outside edges all around. This looked like a round sun 
shape for all intense and purposes. Let’s look at what Moses wrote about this baldness. Lev. 21:5 ‘They shall 
not make any baldness on their heads, nor shave off the edges of their beards, nor make any cuts in their 
flesh.”   
 In the pagan nations, the Buddhists were known to shave their heads completely, in obedience to their 
supposed divine command.  
 The priests of the pagan god Osiris of Egypt, were known to shave their heads to distinguish 
themselves from others.  
 In ancient days in Greece and Rome it was the priests of Bacchus that shaved the sides of their heads 
and sculpted designs and stripes into their hair on the sides of their heads as a mark of reverence to a 
particular demon god they served. They used to let their hair grow long on the top and cut it on the sides very 
short with stripes in the sides of their heads. This was a sign of Priesthood and a symbol of allegiance to the 
demon god Bacchus. This type of sculpturing is common today with our rebellious youth, and some parents 
even approve of their children having these demonic hair cuts, in direct opposition to what the Bible says in 
Lev. 19:27. 
 Another fairly common hairstyle on supposed men and boys these days is to have all their hair fairly 
short, leaving a small bunch of hair long in the back of, middle, or on the top of the head. The idea is for it to 
look like a tail. This tail is sometimes appropriately called “a fools tail”. This heathen tradition developed not 
many years ago through rock musicians who were into wicca and Satanism. This tail is called the “goat’s tail” 
and is common among Satanic worshippers representing the tail of the goat “Baphomet”.  
 Besides this shaving of the head looking incredibly ugly, it is yet another heathen tradition passed down 
threw the years and adopted into Christianity, giving reverence to the sun. 
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